
Managing A Layoff Just Got Easier with
GCP’s Online Career Transition Center (CTC)

Career Transition Center

Request a demo today!

To arrange an in-person or online

demo of the CTC, contact:

Reggie Hall

reggiehall@gcpamericas.com

(844) 673-6999 (EXT 705)



FEATURES
The Career Transition Center (CTC), delivers a personalized web portal for each separated em-
ployee and significantly reduces or eliminates the staff time required to answer questions, distribute
information and collect signed severance agreements.

The Career Transition Center delivers:

▪ 24/7 employee access to severance information from any Internet connected device.

▪ Personalized homepage for each participant, including severance, COBRA and benefit values.

▪ Company-specific web address.

▪ Customized authentication protocol.

▪ Electronic capture of alternate email address and phone number for future correspondence.

▪ Extensive list of FAQs, including sections for benefits, compensation, reemployment, outplace-
ment, etc.

▪ Resource page includes plan summaries, downloadable forms, contact information and provider
links.

▪ Administrator module that allows real-time updating of employee records, and tracking of employ-
ee log on's with timestamp.

▪ Complete automation of severance agreement/legal distribution.

▪ Digital signature collection for all legal documents.
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WHAT OUR CLIENTS HAVE TO SAY!
“The CTC met our needs for large and small scale reductions in force. It provided affected employ-
ees resources available 24/7. The CTC allowed us to eliminate packets and paper releases and
delivered a means to track responsiveness and manage deadlines. I would highly recommend it!”

Annette
Utility Client

“Implementation was quick and the CTC was customized to meet our specific communication and
timing needs. Even with multiple groups and severance dates, the CTC made us more efficient, and
allowed us to eliminate paper packets as well automating the entire legal release process. The CTC
is great for large and small reductions and we continue to use it.”

Lisa
Oil & Gas Client
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